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(4) the current cost of producing a Broadway musical has increased at
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relatively rapid growth in the, size of the theatre labor force as
measured by the rates of growth of membership in unions-and
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the rate of inflation; (8) many theatre professionals derive almost
as much 4bf their total income from outside employment as they do from
the theatre; and (9) the struggle to remain financially viable has
assumed -other forms, including new methods for increasing revenues
and new production and minagementmethods. The report concludes that
the theatre may be in for a period of retrenchment if substantial new
spurces of revnues are not found. (HOD)
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FOREWORD

This repor:t presents- the Fesulth of the first pliase. of a two-phase

study of the condition and needs of the live professional theatre in

1/Arrierica. The objective of Phase I of study was to collect and

analyze data describing ake current condition nd need; of the theatre.

During Phase II of the ,study, an Advisory Group- nominated by the,

National Endowment for the Arts will write a report of recommendations

concerning the needs of the theatre.

is as follows:

'

The xnernyship of the Advisory-Group

Mr. Harold Prince
The Harold Prince

Mr. Oscar G. Brockett
Indiana yniversity

Ms. Hazel Biryant
Afro-Ameri?-ali Total Theatre

Mr. Edward Corn
The Opera Company of Philadelphia

IF

Mr. Robert W. Crawford
Consultant

Ms. Barbara Robinson
Internationed Alliance of TheattrIcal

and Stage Employees

Ms. Jean BurCh Falls
Writer

Ms: Gerftdine Fitzgerald,
Actressl

Mr. ary Gisselm?.n
Chanh ssen Dinner Theatre

Mr. Do
Actors'

ald Grody
Equity Association

) ,

Organization

Mr. Thomas M. Messer
The guggenheim Museum

. Mr. Lloy-d Richards
National Playwrights Confdrence

Mr. Alan Schneider
Juilliard Salool

Mr. Donald Schdenbau,--n
Guthrie Theatre '

Mr. Gerald Schoenfeld'
Shubert Organization

Mr. Stephen Sondheim
Dramatists Guild

Mr. Luis Valdez
El Teatro Campesino

Mr. Harrison White
Harvard tfniversity

r. Weter Zeisler
Theatre Commitclication Group

1/ Performed under contract PC-77-28 with the National EndOwment
for the Arts, under the direction of the Research Division.

(1)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY .

I

A. Introduction

\

This eport examines the condition and needs of the live professional

theatre in America. It attempts to answer two quiestions:

What is the current economic condition of the

theatre in America and how lias it developed

over the last ten to fifteen years?.
4

2. What factors account for the economic condition

of the theatre?./
41 .

In order to answer these questions we have collected and analysed

data on various aspects of the heatre, including: 0

Activity Facilities

, Audience / Finances
(

Earnings Labor Force

Employment Innovations

However, statistics alone can give only a partial picture of thfr7---'

condition and needs of the theatre. They do not necessarily reflect the
_ -

special insights of those most knowledgeable about the field. To try to

complete the picture, we alro took steps to obtain the views of a number

of people and organizations involv d in the theatre.

Our findings, based upon Anformation we have examined, are

as follows.
111



B. Facilities, Activity and Audiences

The theatre in America is an incredibly ciiverse and pervasive

,.enterprise. There is theatre prodaed for profit; there is theatre produced

not-for:profit; there is 'theatre produced and presented in the street; there

is Black theatre find Chicano theatre; there is theatre produced in conjunction

with restaurant operation; there is theatre produced in universities,

high schools'and grade schools; and ther'e is theatre produced in

neighborhoods and communities.

Some idea of the nature and extent of this activity can be gotten

by examining Table 1, which shows the geographic distribution of a

number of different types of theatre active in America dulling 1976.

As this table shows, there is some form of professional theatre activity

in every state of the Nation. Although it is still true that the theatre --.

is more heavily concentrated in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles,

there is significant, and we believe, growing activity outside of these

areas.

While the data shown in Table I provide some indirect evidence

of the importance of the live professional theatre in the lives of many

Americans, this importance is best dramatized by data on the activities

. and audiences of the theatre in America, which are shOwn in summary form

in*Table 2. These data show that, conservatively estimated, one 'out of
'-

every ten adults attended a live profes'sional theatre performance last

-2-

(text is continued on page 6)
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Table 1 )
Theatrical Facilities and/or Companies - All U.S. - 1977

(I) (i) (4) (5) (6) (7) OH (9)
,s

(10)

Location
LORT
(Equity) Road B' y

Dinner
Theatre
(Equityt

Dinner
Theatre
(Non-
Equity)

Summer
Theatre
(Equity)

.

Summer
Theatre
(Non- '
Equity)

Large
Outdoor
Tent it
Hardtop
Musicals

Outdoor
Festivals
and -e'

Pageants
Small
Theatre

Bacanidkl/

Chicano

Middle Atlantic

New Jersey 2 9 \ - 2
6 2 6 1 - 7 . 1

New York 5 18 5 2 9 25 2
.

21 8
Pennsylvania 2 20 - 2 1 8 18 3 - 14 3

New York City 7 - 39 - - - - 1 - 230 27

Northeast

Connecticut 6 6 - 2 .3 5 7 2 9 5

Maine --- 1 - - - 1 3 2 - - 4 -
Massachusetts 1 1 - 3 ! 6 15 1 - 11 17 2

New Hampshire 2 - - - - 5 7 - 1 1 -
Rhode Island 1 2 - 1 - - 2 1 - 3 -
Vermont ' - 1 - - - 1 6.0/ - - 1 -

West North Central.

Iowa . -- 7 - - - ) - 4 - - 3 1

Kansas 7 - - - - 5 - - 2 1

Minnesota 2 6 - 3 - - 7 - 1 11 . 1

Missouri 2 8 - 4 2 1 4 2 1 2 / 1

Neh.raska - 3 - 2 - - 2 - - 4

N. Dakota - 1 - - - - 2 - 1 -
S. Dakota - - - - - - 6 - 1 1 -

South Atlantic

Delaware - 1 - - - - 1 - 3 -
Washington, 13. C. 2 3 - - - 4 1 - 13 7
Fiorlda 1 15 - 6 3 3 3 '1 1 12 6
Georgia 1 6 - 1 1 - 2 1 10 4
Maryland 1 2 - 4 3 - 3 1 1 9 1

N. Carolina 2 12 - 2 3 2 6 - 10 8 3

S. Carollna - 3 - - - - 3 - 1 4 -
Virginia 2 7 - 2 9 1 - 3 3 -
W. Virginia - 4 - - 1 - P - 1 2 -

East North Central

Illinois 3 14 - 3 - 8 10 - 1 51 )3

Indiana . 1 11 - 2 3 - 11 2 - 1 1

Michigan 1 9 - - - 3 10 1 - 7 3

Ohio 3 12 - 5 2 - 11 3 1 4 1

Wisconsin ( 13 - - - 2 4 7 2 6- 1

#

I 0



Table I (Continued)

Theatrical Facilities and/or Companies - ll U.S. -- 1977

2 3 4 5 6 7

. Location
LORT
(Equity)

...

Road

'
B'way

Dinncr
Theatre
(Equity)

Dinncr
Theatre
(Non-
Equity)

Summer
Theatre
(Equity)

Surrantcr
Theatre
(Non-
Equity)

La rge
Outdoor
Tcnt &
Hardtop
Musicals

Outdoor
FestivaLs
and
Pageants

Small
Theatre

4131ack il
and
Chicano

West South Central
.

,

'

,

,

,e§

_

-
-
-
3

1

-
-
-
-

-
-

.

-
1

-
1

1

6
-
-
3

-

--65

3
6
5

19\
5
6
1

-
-

4
r

5
4
2
9

-
27

-
I

5

-

.

--"-

-
-
-
-

'

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

.

(

1

1

- 6

1

1

-
-
-
2
2
-

-
1
-%

-

,

-
4

-
,

1

.
1

1

- .

3

1

4
- '
-
-
-
-
-

1

1

-
3

-
2

-
-

-

-
-
-
-

-
1

-
-
1

-
-

3

-
-
1

-

-
-
1

-
-

-

-
1

2
4

-
11
2
5
-

lt
1

2

1

5

-
2

-
15

.,-
3

1

-

\

,

. -
-
-
2

-
-
-
-

-
-

-
-
-
-

-
1

-
-
-

-

3
1

3
5

.

y

-
-
-
-
-
2
-

-

-
5

-
2

1

. 2

-
1

Cs),

41105

3
6
5

11

8
4
3
1

9
2
-

4
4

,2
7

-
66

6
4

10

1

1

4
-
3

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

.
1

1

1

-
13

-
-
3

-

.

Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas a

,

Mountain

Arizona
Colorado
Idaho
Montana

. Nevada
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming

,
East South Ceritral

Alabama
Kentucky
Mississippi .
Tenn eeeee

.Pacific

Alaska
California
Hawaii
Oregon -'
Washington

Puerto Rico
,

Totals 309 39 67 614
6T 2 -47 --1:1--3 53 -6 20 107

States 29 43 1 32 48 18 23 50 28

(1) Theatres wider Actors' 'Equity Association LORT contracts and the Dallas Theatre Center.
(2) Includes civic centers, colleges, and commercial theatres booking in for-profit tours.
(3) Theatres under Actors' Equity Association Production contract.
(4) Theatres under Actors' Equity Association Dinner Theatre contract.
(5) Dinner theatres not under Actors' Equity Association.Dinner Theatre contract.
(6) Theatres under Actbrs' Equity Association CORST and COST contracts.
(7) Sammer theatres not under Acto,rse--Equity Association xontracts.
(8) Theatres under Actors' Equity AAsociation AMTA contact.
(9) Member of the Institute of Outdoor Drama and 13 Shakespeare festivals.

(10) Members of the Theatre Communications Group not covered by LOR.T contract; plus theatres
not covered by the LORT contract but receiving assistance from the National Endowment for
the Arts Theatre Program, New York State Council on the Arts, Ford Foundation; plus theatres
participac-ting in various Theatre Development Fund assisted voucher programs; plus companies
listed in Alternative Theatre and Grass Roots AlternSte Roots Directory. Double-counting his

been eliminated.
(II) Black and Chicano theatres listed by the Black Theatre Alliance as professional or near.

professional. This column is included in the totals reported in Column (10).

Sources: See Chapter II.

C.
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Table 2

Theatre Activity and Attendance - All U.S. (Estimated)

1977 or Most Recent Year Available

A+.

Type of Theatre
Number of
Fa cilitie s

r

1/Capacity-

T
2/Number of-

Productions

Number oil."
Perfor=
mance.

Attendance3/-
(Millions)

....
.

L.ORT / 65 38,400 396 13;200 6.Q

Broadway 39 49,000 63 10,800 8.8

Commercial Touring 309 700,0004/- - 9,000 14.7
(Road)

Non,Profit Touring - - - 3,000 1.4

Dinar 128 .45,000 1,300 32,000 11.1

Small Summer Stock-V 310, 100,000 1,200 22,000 4.9

Lage Musical -:3/ 30 99,000 ' ZOO e 3,000 6.6
Arenas and Hardtops .

Outdoor geants -5/ 40 - 40 2,000 1.7

. Other Sm Budget 620 - - - 8.6

Total Ai 1,500 10,300,000 ' 3,200 95,000 63.8

. .

Community 2,500, --..,<_......7,.5\1( 45,000 6.7

College 2, ioo i - 7,500 - 30,000 9.0

HIgh.School -30,000
.

- 30,000 150,000 45.0

Total 80, (no - 45;000 225,000 60.7
/'

1/ These are a rough estimation of the number of seats in Lacilities suitable for
performance, incluaing outdoor, summer facilities.

2 ' Estimated. In the absence of any basis for a reasonable
estimation, we have simply omitted this number of productions and
perfOrtna.nces in MO smaller theatres. It is certauily extremely high, and
it ranges from a fully staged performance to What i little more than a
staged reading or a workshop situatkon.

3/ We stirrate that 15 million different people atten'cled professional theatre an
avera of 4.3 times each (frequen'tyfrom Louis Harris, Arts in America)

. and 34iilion attended amateur theatre. The groups probably overlap s inewhat.

4/ Mostl/taulti-purpose auditoriums.

5/ SmaU summer stock, large musicals and outdoor pageantikre all largely summer
operations. Their total attendance was 13.2 million.

6/ Totals are rounded.

NOTE: The Broadway andTouring figures refer to rented facilities and the relevant
performance activities they housed in the 1976-77 season. None of the other
categories make any distinction between the physical plant and the performing
group that either own or rent them.

5- -12
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yar d one in t ree attended some kind of theatrical performance.

there were roximately 03.8 million attendances at professional'

1'. performances (not includin ttendance at performances of street theatre,

and at perforrn.nces of not-for-profit theatres presented out-of-house)

and 60.7 million at amateur theatres. 'These attendance figures show that

' Americans are interested in the theatre', ass evidericea by willingness to

spend time and money on it.

The Tnost significant and striking pattern reflected in the data

shown in Tables 1 and 2 is the magnitude and variety of live professional
-AA

(or professionally oriented) dramatic performance outside of New york

City. Only 19 percent of total admissions are sold in the City, with the '

additional 81 percent distributed throughout the length artd breadth of the

country. Several factors account for this dispersion of activity, including"

the growth of tsthe non-profit regional theatres,' and the emergence of a

touring operation involving split weeks and one-night stands in the 1960's,
ser

making per:forma/aces in small population centers possible once more.

Other perspectives on activity rovided by examination of data

dews,tibing activity over the past several years. The data spanning this

period show that activity in same segments of the theatre has remained

roughly c.onstant and that activity in other sectors has grown. In

particular:

-6-
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Attendance on,Broadway has shown no long-term
tendency to increase or decrease over the period
1952/53 to 1976/77. While there was a; serious
drop in attendance during the early part of the
1970's, attendance has increased rapidly over the
last three seasons, suggesting that the early 1970's
drop-off represents a departure fliom a roughly
constant or perhaps growing attendarfce.

The number of productions on Broadway has
fluctuated about a constant number siiace 1952/53.
It showso sign of either long-term increase or
.. long-term depreaste.

The number of performances on Broadway has
fluctuated about a constant nteriber since 1947/48.

It also shows no sign of either lotig-term increase
or long-term decrease.

Attendance at 30 established'(with budgets of over
$250,000 per year) not-for-profit thetatres increased
from roughly 2.5 million (in house) in 1965/6,6 to
roughly 3.8 million (in house) in 1975/76.

The number of pCductions mounted by 30 established
not-for-profit theatres has remained f.oughly

JPAILt
f constant since 1965/66.

The number, of performances presented by 30 established
not-for-profit theatres has increased since 1965/66.
Over the 11 year period 1965/66 to 1975/76, the
total number of performances presented by these
theatres increased at a rate of approximately 2.5
percent per year.

Over half of the theatres which are members of
the Theatre Communications Group (a not-for-profit
service organization serving the not-for-profit
theatre)\were founded during the 1960's and 1970's.

The number of new plays produced each year has
doubled since 1969.

The number of summer theatres has ncreased by
11 percent since 1969.

Taken together, we believe that these data suppol the conclusion

that there has been overall growth in theatre activity in our country

over the last several years.

f
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C. Final:ice
_

Economics is a very potent foicf. in determining what is
,

_

produced, how it is prodtIced, and how much of it is produced. The

.4g

-

.

atre suffers from a perpetual cost-rev enue squeeze. Our data show,

for example, that the current dollar cost of producing a Broadway

musical has increased at a rate of approximately 5 percent per year

since the mid-1960's, and the current dollar cost of producing a

Straight play has- increased by-about 10 percent per year over this

same period. Our data also show that the operating budgets of some
-h

of the larger regional theatres have increased at a rate of roughly 9 percent

per year, due in large measure 'to inflation.

Inspite of these problems, the evidence we examined shows that
..

the theatre has dealt effectively with the difficult eco-nomic circumstances

of the last,decade. ,In particular, the data show:

fr

/

\..

Since 1964/65,- total current-dollar investment in Broaa
productions has increased at a rate of approximately
5.9 percent per year. While we do not have a
specific index of the rate of inflation in the cost of
Broadway productions', if we assume that these
costs have increased at approximately the rate of
the Wholesale Price Index over tlie same pericid
(approximately 5.9 percent), we conclude that in
constant dollars, investment in Broadway productions
has remained approximately constant.

11IrThe estimated pre-tax rate of return on investments
in 15roadway productions financed under the security '
laws of the State of New York over the'period 1964/65
to 1976/77 averaged slightly above 13 percent. We
do not know how this Compares with returns in the
past, although reporCdJ it has been estimated that
the rate of return on estment in Broadway shows
over the period 1947748 to 1957/58 was approximately
19.5 percent. We also do not know how this compares
with the rate of return on privately financed productions.

N.

*)

,
-8- i5
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The current-dollar operating budgets o 30 established
(i. e., budgets of greater than $250,000 pe ar)
not-for-profit theatres have grown at a rate of,
approximately 9.1 percent per year. When compared
with the rat; of increase of the Wholeiale Price Index
'aver the Sathe period (applwximately 5.9 percent),

in the activities of thisthis indicates real grd
segmthit of the theatre.

flie earned income oi 30 established not-for-profit
theatres constitutes the same proportion of total
operating expenditures today as it did at the beginning
of this decade. This means that these tbeatres'
earnings (boi office receipts plus receipts from any
other services rendered) have increased at about the
same rate as total operating expenditures.

The share of total operating expenditures of 30
established not-for-profit theatres provided by
government has increased from under 3 percent in
1965/66 to over 10 percent in 1976/77. This means
that contributions f om private sources are making up
a smaller portiftd0. Ibxtdgets than in the past.

The current-dollar operating budgets of less-well-
established (i.e., budgets of less than $250,000 per I

year) not-for-profit theliatres typically have increased
at rates between 10 and 20 percent per year, indicatins
real growth in the activities of these theatres.

All in all, while costs, prices, and activity levels are higher than they

were a decade ago, the financial condition of the theatre today seems to

be reasonably stable.

Financial stability has been maintained in the face of inflation

and competition by a number of measures undertaken by the theatre

that are designed to cut costs and boost revenues. Included' among

the measures we have observed are the following:

The size of cast of musicals produced on Broadway
his fallen. The average cast size of musicals produced
in 1964/65 was 36.8. The average cast size of musicals
produced in 1975/76 was 27.6.
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Average ca sizp of plays pres,ented on Broadway
have fallen from 13.4 in 1968/69 to 11.4 in 1,975/76. ,

1 .

Above-minimum salary rates for actors have not
increased as q-uicklas havG the minimums; and "
there seems to be sonie tendency in ail theatre to
use feNker highly-paid',actors today than there was
common a decade ago.

*.

.'0 not-lor-profit theatres have increased the
average length of run of their productions from
approximately 20 performances (in 19-65/66) to
approximately 27 performances (in 1975/76). This
spreads the fixed cost of mounting a production over
a large number of performanèes. .
--.

D. Labor Force, Employment and Earnings t

Another indicator of the economic health of the theatre is the

economic health of the people who work in the theatre. The data we

examine show conflicting patterns. We o erve relatively
*

..,/growth in the size of the theatre labor force as measured by the raths
. .....

of growth of membership in unions and associations representing

theatre artists." -

Membership in Actors' Equity Association grew
at a rate of 4.8 percent per year over the period
1970/71 to 1975/76. This compares with an
overall.rate of growth in the U.S. civilian labor
force over the same period of approximately 2.4
,percent per year.

Membership in the American Federation of
Musicians grew at a rate of dyer 3 percent per
year over the period 1970/71 to 1975/76.

Membership in the Dramatists' Guild increase
at a rate of approximately 4.0 percent per year
over the period 1966/67 to 1976/77.
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Tilis Corroborates other evidence we have presented that theatre

activity has been expanding over the rece4past. A

The only employment data ..spanning a period of years that/
we have are for actors. These data .show that while total employment

of actors has grown, it apparently has not done so as quickly as has
_. .

union memberslt. The rdsult is that the average actor seems to

find less employmenf under Equity jurisdiction each yea . Average
,

f.7ork-weeks per paid-up membef fell from approxixna.tely 13 wieeks

n 1965/66 to approximately 10 weeks in 1975/76. In addition, our

data show that:
i,,,i

1

, -----", - \

During the 1975/76 season, only 60 percent
of Actors' Equity Association paid-up
membership worked even one time under Actors'
Equity jUrisdiction. ,
According to the statistics of the U.S. Bureau
of the Census - U.S. Etureau of Labor Statistics,
the unemployment.rate for actors has ranged
between 30 and 50 percent from 1970 up to the
present. Given the fact that actors move between
assignments and that not all actars are suited for
all patts, it is possible that this high rate in part
reflects normal frictional unemployment. This
rate, however, seems much higher than

th
couly

be explained on ese grounds alone.

In our examination of compensation in the theatre occupations,
,

we examined both weekly wage rate data and data on annual income.
N

Weekly wage, rate data show that increases in weekly wage rates in, .theatre occupations generally have equaled or-exceeded the rate of /

inflation. For example: '

18
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The minimum weekly s'alary of actors 'on Broadway
has increased ,at a rate of approximately 8. kgenkzent
per year over the period 1964/65 to 1977/78.A The
current weekly minimum salary for actors on
'Broadway is $355 per week. .

-

The minimum weekly salaries of actors in theatres
covered by Actors' Equity Assogiation's LORT
contraats increased over the period 1.966/67 to \
L977/78 at rates_ranging from approximately 5.2
pet:cent per year (in LORT "A" theatres., which are
the larger not-for-profit theatres) to 6.6 percent
per year (in LORT "-D" theatres, which are the
smallest not-for-profit theatres covered by th%
LORT contract). The current weekly minimum
salary foractors under the LORT "A" contract is
$242.25,per week, and the current weekly minimum
for actors under the LORT "D" contract is $182.30.
per week.

The minimum- Weekly salary of stagehands working
on Broadway has increased at a rate of approximately
6.6 percent over the period 1964/65 to 1977/78.
.The current weekly minimum salary ranges from
$409. 13 r Department Hea,0s) to $312.90.

Annual income depends both on the level of the weekly wage rate

and thlt number of weeks worked in a year. Data on annual incom' es

show that, by and large, people working in the theatre earn incomes

--f/rom that source teat are low relative't-cNncomes earned in ot

sectprs of our ecoikany. Income data.jhow that:

The median income of actors employed in the
theatre from theatre employment alone lgts not
exceeded $5,000 in any year for which we have
examined data (our d a cover 1970/71 ko

)976 /77).

median income from Broadway theatre
employment of musicians employed in the
Broadway theatre or on the Road in 1976/77 was
less than $5,000.

-12-
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The median income from Broadway theatre'
employment of stagehands working on Broadway
during 1976/77 was les,s than $4,000.

The median income of press agents and managers
from employment on Broadway or on the-lioz.:EFwas
less than $15,000 in 1974/75. This isthe pnly
median income we found that compares remotely
with income levels in other professional sectors
of our ecotio y.

. .
To supplement theat e income' many people working in the, theatre

work at.,alher jobs.as well, The:data we. have examined show that many

theatre professionals de ivealmost as much of their total income from

"'these other employments as they do from the theatre. In pa#icular:

The median income of memberg of Actors' Equity
Association from all sources in 1976 was between
$7,000 and $9,000.

The median income of stagehands from all employ-
ments Ander $tagehands Local Nosy 1 jurisdiction
was between $12,000 and $16,000.

Undoibtedly, the persistence df unemployment, the relatively

rapid growth in memberships of unions and associations representin&4

theatre professionals, relativAly low incomes, and multiple employment,

reflect the fact that theatre professionals are deeply committed to their

occupation and are willing to undergo what most would cOnsider hardship

to engage in it. It seems fair to conclude that only the fortunate few earn

enough from theatre employment alone to provide for the eeds of a family.

a
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E. lanovations

The distinguishing feature of many of the rnigsures tak n by the

theatre to keep_its finances in balance, such as reducing cast s ze4 or

pay. rates, is that they cannot keep costs in check forever. There is an

absolute limit on the extent to which cast sizes or,pay rates can be cut.

Wheli this limit is reached, it will no longer be passible to control the
cc

rate of increase of c o- st by these measures.

The struggle to .remain financially viable has assumed. other forms

as well", including \new thethods for increasing revenues and increasing

the stability of evenues,new production methods that lower costs of

producti n and performance,aand methods to improve the management

of the theatre enterprise. Although our data are riot very substantial,

we do see some evidence that these measures ar paying off, both in

terms.of expandin,g box office re-Venues and ucing costs.

4:
F. Prognosis

But what of the futire? The theatre must continually find ways to

cut costs and/or increase revenuei to fend off financial Squeeze. Has

the theatre used up most of its leeway to adjust its operations to contrOl/

costs and increase-revenues? Casts can be only So small. Seasons can

only be so long. Productions can only be so few. 0144,00 percent

of capacity can be filled.

We see three possible alternative (which.is not to say mutually/

exclusive) futures for the theatre. First, the theatre may contin

find ways to control costs and boost revenues earned from th ctivities

-14- 21
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in which it,engaget.. If it does this suCcestfully, there is every reason

to believe that the next decade will show continued increases in activity

fee.j.s and financial stability. ,

) The second alternative fUture is for the theatre to-become de,pondont

-
its sustenance and irowth on increasing public and private contributions.

,

p'nder this alternative, 4arniats from activities would cover an ever-
.

shrinking portion of the theatre's budget, with the resdlt that the theatre

would become progressively dependent upon philanthropy.

The third alternative future is that, absent cost control, revenue

increases, and increases in publicly and/or priv,ately contributed support,

finii(
cial constraints would cause the level of theatre activity in our country

)
c.

to fall. This alternative, although it may sound alarmist, should be regarded .

as no less plausible than the two alternatives discUssed above. Economic

history is replete with examples of oods and services that no longer

readily available because the cost of producing them has outgrown many

consumers' willingness to pay for theiti, competitive (although perhaps

inferior in some sense) products have heen developed. is difficulttoday,

for example, to purchase vine-ripened tIbmatoes, or really fresh fish, or

the services of a family doctoi-.

We do not know with certainty which combination of these futures

is most likely. We do know that some of the more obvious and easily

implemented measures for controlling costfd increasing earned

revenues are already being exploited and.are limited, in the.extent to which
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they can continue to hold cqsts and revenues in balAnce. We also know

that under current policy, the alternatives faced 12).r the for-prOfit theatre

are to either.control costs and boost revenues or reduce activity levels

since for-profit theatre is currently ineligible for phila,nthropy.

Perhaps most important, we know that the individuals most

knowledgeable about the status and prospects of the theatre -- members

of the theatre comMunity -- are uniformly concerned about the

theatre's ability to cope successfully with the future. This concern is

amply gleaned fro even the most casual of readings of statements we

have obtained for the record.

r conclus ns with respect to the theatre's futtire thus necessarily

are guarded. We do r2ot have definite answers to many of the quipstions" we

have raised above concerning the future course of costs and revenues.

Nonetheles1 , our results do suggest that the t\heatre m.p.y be_in for a period
i

of retrenchment if substantial new sources of revenues are not foiind.
?

The scope for fending off financial, pressure through further application of
firg-1-':Ap,>

the cost-saving measures we have observed over _the last decade, while

perhaps riot exhausted, is uncertain.


